
  



Lost, Long Gone, Forgotten Records presents 

Silent Metamorphosis 
by The Rotten Fruit 

 

 

Side A 

SILENT METAMORPHOSIS 
 

 

The deciduous middle—October & December— 

a truth indicator personifying our ruins, lapping us with hard ciders, 

as persimmon candles flicker in the drafts, as the leaves are clawed to street curbs. 

 

There is certainty in fanged winds, in the soundtrack of a black & white warbler, with plumages 

fluffed in preparation to escape ice-capped households. 

 

We become hyper-focused with palms wide-opened to the silent metamorphosis that Faith-

procures for us, for our names once more, while our eyes glaze over with Hope. 

 

As the landscape softly crystallizes, we continue to insulate our Nixon-era windows. 

The neighbor’s skin is wooled, & another commonality, we are tattered by calendar. 

 

I am recycling psychiatric underground, a ballpoint courier handing myself over 

to the hauntings of lost company—our thermostat, a numerical low. 

 

 

& there are encryptions in how brisk the sunlight will pass— 

I feel invited to think upon moon phases, steepening me. 

 

 

 

  



Side B 

MOTH / AMYGDALA 

 

 

Hope breeds us— 

not another infancy, but a newly conceived train of thought, 

with time-numbing chemical respondents 

to embody the formers 

& escort no Yawp into one’s meditative Logotherapy, 

like watching a mammal burrow into the ground, 

while the Doppler radar broadcasts the redder tints. 

 

It makes us come on. 

 

Lubomyr Melnyk playing over the low-bubbling of the humidifier— 

hues of dusk appearing like Krakatoa’s “sky-theatre”— 

sending ourselves through calendar with the perspective 

of a moth fluttering in an amygdala— 

& pensive stroke outbursts on default like talon-defensed buttresses. 

 

It makes us come on. 

 

It is a choice to behave 

like syrup pourer, 

or cadaver-like catatonic. 

 

The goddamn screens—haven’t you heard of “night mode”! 

 

Remember the cognitive mode of Tesla, 

& how Solitude was Praised by such predecessors— 

the Solitude in which I can curate & communicate these words to you 

through electrical currents rushing between decibels 

& some utility company keeping track of kilowatts in the meters. 

 

 

The desk lamp is on, 

& I am questioning 

if can provide enough 

throughout this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


